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To aid whorl, it nety covettern:
Be it known that I, RoBERTO LANDELL, DE
MoURA, a citizen of the Republic of Brazil,
and a resident of the borough of Manhattan,
city of New York. county and State of New
York, lave invented a new Wave-Transmit
ter, of which the following is a specification.
My invention relates to the transmission of
intelligence from one point to another with
out the interinediation of wires, or, in brief,
to signaling through space.
. It has for its object the production of im
proved results with simplified apparatus, util
izing certain principles of my own discovery.
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Heretofore when signals were to be trans
plished by means of manually-operated appa
ratas. In some cases this has been replaced
by automatic mechanism; but the manage
ment of such mechanism or the manipulation
of a key requires a certain amount of skill
and experience in the opcrator. According
to my invention, primarily produce elec
trical oscillations and fickerings of light by
mitted the transmission has been accom

themselves apparent through the medium of so

a telephone-receiver, a lamp, a Morse regis
ter, or the like.
My invention is fully described in the foll
lowing specification and illustrated in the ac
55
companying drawings, in which
Figure 1 is a sectional view of my phonetic
interrupter with the parts shown in full. Fig.
2 is an adjusting-key for the core of the induc
tion-coil. Figs. 3 and 4 are diagrams show
ing the connections of the primary circuit of
the interrupter. Fig.5 is a diagram of the
transmitting - circuits, with the apparatus
shown in place. Fig. 6 is a similar diagram
showing the connections of the apparatas
more in detail.,
Referring to Fig.1, A is a non-conducting
case or shell, and A is a cap therefor. This
cap is formed so as to inclose a resonating
chamber, at the bottom of which lies a perfo
rated disk A, corresponding to the mouth
piece of the ordinary telephone and fulfilling
the same function when the cap A" is removed.
Lying beneath the disk A' and supported by
the shell is a diaphragma, having at its cen

neans of sonorous vibrations, which may be
point a slight depression a'.'
those of the human voice or of other sounds. tral
Arranged within the shell and

i then eliploy these electrical or light oscil
lations so produced for telegraphing or tele
phoning through space. In such transmis
sion, and particularly in telephoning, I may
use devices similar to those described in my
prior application, filed October 4, 1901, Se
ria No. 7,576. In order to produce the two
kinds of oscillations naentioned, I have devised
at arrangement of circuits and certain appa
rats which denottinate a 'phonetic inter
ruiter.'
.
fiy phonetic
interrupter consists, essen
tially, of a nair of contacts responsive to the
o tories of the vice or to vibrations communi
cated frat I & Iy source controlling the pri
snaily circuit of a high-wound induction-coil
whose said primary is connected to the pri
Eliy (; f : Ruhmkori coil for transmitting.
Ty: sororotis vibrations at the interrupter are
transformed into electric or light waves,
which is on passing to the receiving-station

supported
between suitable heads is an induction-coil D,
having the primary, winding d and the sec
ondary winding d, with a core of soft iron
d'. This core is made hollow, and within it
lies a central spindle B, supported at its up
per end by the perforated end of the core and

airie apparatus whereby they may render

Fitted to the apex of the cap A' is a flexible

75

at its lower end adjustably held therein by

means of the nut b, threaded into the lower
end of the core, and the guide l'. The spin
dle has a head B', by which it may be ma
nipulated, the function of the adjustment be
ing to permit the air-gap between the tip of
the spindle at l' and the diaphraguna at a to
be arranged so that the vibrations of articu

90

late speech will cause a regular, rapid, and
continuous moving and breaking of the cir
cuit. By means of the key K (shown in Fig.
2) the nut b may be screwed home when the
95
spindle is adjusted, the prongsk and k" of the

sy, inding registering openings in the nut

ii; fire received and caused to affect suit at t.
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tube C, with a mouthpiece c. When the ap being marked 910. A condenser G' of suit
paratus is to be used, the user speaks accord able capacity is also connected across the sec
ing to a predetermined cocle or in such other ondary circuit by means of wires 13 and 14.
manner as may be agreed npon into the mouth The primary circuit 15 16 passes from the
piece c. The Sonorous waves propagated Ruhmkorff coil to the primary terminals of
through the tube and passing through the the induction-coil D in the phonetic inter
central aperture of the cap A impinge upon rupter. The secondary winding disconnect 7 o
the diaphragma, producing a corresponding ed in a local circuit 19, which contains a tele
vibration thereof, whereby if the adjustments phone-receiver T, and the primary circuit con
O have been correctly made a very rapid series tains a lamp E, which may serve for both send
of makes and breaks or successive contacts ing and receiving messages. A condenser G
will take place between the diaphragm and of suitable capacity is also bridged across the 75
the tip l', corresponding in frequency to the primary circuit.
waves originating them. These makes and The operation of the system thus described
IS breaks produce impulses or variations of cur is as follows: For transmitting Hertz waves
rent in the primary circuit 12, the connec corresponding to sonorous vibrations the
tions of the circuit being clearly shown in switch S is closed, the switch S is opened, and.
Figs. 3 and 4. In Fig. 3 the terminal wire 2 the operator proceeds to produce sounds in
from the local battery is connected to the the desired manner into the mouthpiece c of
2 C. spindle Bat its lower end or head, while the
the phonetic interrupter. A succession of in
primary wire 1 passes direct to the winding pulses is thus produced in the primary circuit
and thence to a connection with the diaphragm. of the coii F, whose effect is increased by the
In Fig. 4 the primary wire 1 passes through presence of the condenser G, which takes up
the coil to the diaphragm, and wire 2 is con the extra current, assists in the rapid demag
25 nected to the till of the spindle. Obviously netization of the core of the induction-coil,
in citier case the effect of makes and breaks and also prevents sparking between the dia
will be to cause pulsations of current in the pluragm and the tip-terminal. These impulses
primary winding corresponding very closely in the primary, which are very rapid, with
to the tones of the speech or sounds which proper adjustment reaching between five hun
caused them. It is of course innossible to dred and nine hundred per second, produce
get any iljustment short of a perfect contact very high potential impulses in the secondary.
that will give all of thc overton is and will To produce oscillations of light by ineans of 95
rent or the aliittilation perfect; but, on the the interrupter in the sending-station, I use
other halt, it or iller to obtain the discharge the natural human voice, preferably because
35 effects, to which I shall presently allucie, I the flickerings produced corresponding in
find it is letter to have positive breaks than form and frequency to the initial sounds and
mere changes in resistance in the circuit. It being properly retranslated through the CO
goes without saying that I can adjust the con agency of suitable apparatus at the receiving
tacts so as to roclitce constant contacts and station enable the original sounds to be recog
variable pressure, which are the reruisites for nized more or less perfectly, and while many

perfect microphonic working; but for practi words or tones can be recognized for their own
cal purposes ind it is better to produce the intrinsic value, as well as for any arbitrary
code value that may be assigned to them apart
impulses in the anner i have described.

Referring now to Fig. 5, will scribe the from this, a sufficient naniber of distinctive
collections of ny apparat is to produce an words can be selected to make a complete and
operative system. As Fig. 6 slows the sane very efficicnt cotic.
arts in more letail reference may also be had Obviously as a sit lostitute for the human
tlercity f' in the liai econnections. In these voice other sources of sonorous vibrations
figures l is a likorff or other high-power may be employed. Thus to produce eiec
So induction-coil a liste to produce a spark of trical oscillations by means of the same in
some length- -say fron one-tuarter inch up terripter may use at the seniling-station a
war. The Irinary winding f of this coil is - source of sound consisting of a musical in
connected in a circuit. ii (5, containing the strument similar to a small organ, having a
n:lit i:ttery M ant the lonetic intertier set of reeds or pipes with controlling devices
A.. . The secondary winking of the coil F, and one or more acoustic tubes connected to
which is marked f", is connected by wires 7 the mouthpiece of the interrupter-tube. The
an 8 to the territ: s 21 anti 2) for to raili: it ciphragm of the interruptcr lbeing thus
ing bodies or wires, which may oc the is titl (r strongly vibrated causcs oscillations of light
any succia desired form of atrial conductor, or electricity which may be received after
Go with or without carth on one side. Adapted transmission by means of any suitable sensi
to be trilgel across this circuit Shy Lic clos tive device. In addition to this method of
ing (), the switcl S on its contact s'is a pair transmitting by leans of electric or lirtino is
of sarking teriinals i2, the ridge-wires wilves, as I have said, cortain of the features
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herein may be utilized in connection with Iny
other systems. In one of those systems I
employ waves or flickerings of light for the
purpose of transmitting code-signals. In the
present case I may employ the lamp E in a
similar manner, producing the initial changes
in current by the phonetic interrupter.
Should the pulsations of light be too rapid, the
adjustment of the fixed terminal and the dia
ihragm may be changed until the amplitude
of vibration is great enough to eliminate all
but the fundamental tones. In fact, the dia
phragm may be weighted, if desired, or its

pulsations may be otherwise retarded

in

case of transmitting by light-waves usg the
reflector and may also use screens of visitious
materials, sueh as slides of colored glass...i.nd,

if desired, I may substitute for the lampsittiwn
a cathodic lamp of the kind described is my
other application or other kind of light.
It will be observed that the most important
and, in fact, the essential feature of my in
vention consists in the employment of a make
and-break transuitter worked by sonoro
25 vibrations, causing the transmitted electro
magnetic or light waves to correspond closely
to the sound-waves by which they are pro
duced.
Having thus described my invention, what
claim, and desire to secure by Letters Pat
ent, is-v
i. In a system of signaling without connect
ing-wires, an induction-coil, a discharge-cir
cuit connected to the secondary of said coil,
with a circuit-interrupter and a source of cur
rent connected to the primary of said coil and
means to actuate said circuit-interrupter to
make and break the primary circuit in ac
cordance with sonorous vibrations, whereby
49 current-palsations may be produced in the
primary corresponding or approximating to
the sounds by which they are produced, sub

included in said primary circuit, and means
to periodically open and close said contacts,
and thereby to produce corresponding cur
rent-pulsations in the primary and secondary
circuits, substantially as described.
5. In a system of electric signaling without
wires, an induction-coil and a sceondary dis 70
charge - circuit therefor, a primary circuit
therefor with a source of current and a peri
odic circuit-interrupter therein, together with
means connected to said primary circuit for 75
producing light-rays of variable intensity cor
responding to the current-pulsations in the
primary and secondary circuit, substantially
as
. 6.described.
A phonetic' interrupter or make-and
break transmitter for signaling-circuits, com
prising a casing or shell, an induction-coil
therein, a pair of contacts mounted thereon,
circuit connections to the secondary circuit
and other circuit connections through the pri 85

mary to the pair of contacts, substantially as
described. ...

of electric signaling without. . .. . .

ires, the combi nation of
- ' - the
3 following instru-

mentalities; an induction-coil,
secondary dis
dis 90
charge-circuit
for said coil, aadjustable
charge-terminals and a condenser bridged

across said circuit, a primary circuit and a
source
of current therein, a periodic circuit
interrupter in said primary circuit, an electric
lamp bridged across said primary circuit and 95
a condenser also bridged across the primary
circuit, substantially as described.
8. A phonetic interrupter for wireless teleg
raphy comprising a shell or casing, a dia do
phragm, a perforated cap covering the dia
phragm, a sound-chamber formed within a

second cap, with a conducting-tube and mouth
piece therefor; an adjustable contact-spindle
extending into close proximity to the dia
phragm and forming therewith the terminals
of a prinary, circuit togeth with means to

I o5

. . . . . . . . . .,
said spindletóthe ic hen adjusted, 3.
2. In a system of electric signaling
withou lock
substantially
as described. ...
connecting-wires, an induction-coil, a dis 9. In a system
of electric signaling without

stantially as described.

45

B

charge-circuit having a terminal radiating
wire connected to the secondary of said coil,
a suitable source of current, connected to the
primary of the coil; and neans for making
So and breaking the primary circuit adapted to be
actuated by sonorous vibrations, substantially
as described.
3. In a system of eiectric signaling, without
connecting-wires, a primary energizing - cir
cuit, a secondary discharge-circuit, means for
rapidly and repeatedly making and breaking
the primary circuit, said means arranged and
a (lated to be brought into operation by so
no resus vily rations, substantially as described.
i. ir all SS ten of elect siginaling ithout
wires, it induction-coil, a secondary discharge
circuit therefor, a pristiary circuit and a source
of current, a phonetic device having contacts
-

wires, an electric lamp, a circuit and a source
of current therefor, and a periodic circuit-in
terrupter in said circuit adapted when actuated
to make and break the same, with means to
actuate said interrupter by sonorous vibra
tions or musical tones, whereby variations in
the radiation from said lamp may be produced,
corresponding to the said vibrations or toncs,
substantially as described.
10. In a system of clectric signaling without
wires, an electric lamp, a circuit and a source
of current therefor, a periodic inter 'uter in
said circuit adapted when actuated to make
2
is the sinc, a condenser bridged across
th C3 it at

learS AJ attit the inter

rupter is solorous virations or intusical

tones, whic: izy a series of current-pulsitions

d
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may be produced with corresponding varia
tions in the radiation froin the lana), substan
tially as described.
11. In a transmitting apparatus for wireless
signaling systems, a primary circuit, a peri
odic interrupter and an electric lamp therein,
a secondary circuit having disclarge-terminals
adapted to produce electromagnetic waves, an
induction-coil having its windings in the pri

mary and secondary circulus respectively, and Jo

meals to actuate said circuit-interrupter by so
norous vibrations, substantially as described.
in testinaony whereof I have hereunto sub
scribed my name.
Witnesses:

R)BERTO ANDE, DE MORA.

ANIEI, B. TAMAGNO,

EUGENE. M. BICRARD.
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